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Nils Finne brings together abstract natural patterns and the weight of history to craft inner landscapes 
for his modern homes 

writ teN by  Jenna Vadenberg    Photogr aPhy by  benjamin benschneider   

RendeRing: CRAfted ModeRnisM

Nils Finne can coax a few rays of the winter sun to light an entire house. He can design a home so an 

increasingly interesting view is presented around each corner. He can insert a thick piece of milled aluminum into a 

wooden table to mimic a stream. His handrail designs are reminiscent of rails worn down over decades of use until they 

perfectly accompany the grip of a human hand. These outside forces of light, nature and history are brought into Finne’s 

program as he designs not only the structure of a home, but its inner landscape as well. 

westerN Vista
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Finne’s mentors and clients have 

guided his philosophy on design. 

While working for Richard Meier 

on the Getty Center in Los 

Angeles, Finne refined his skills 

manipulating light when the 

design team positioned a paint-

ing so that it was illuminated by natural light in precisely 

the same way it had been during its creation in the studio. 

It was Sverre Fehn, the renowned Norwegian Modernist and 

Finne’s valued friend, who guided his thoughts on materiality 

and construction, and the Finnish architect Alvar Aalto who 

inspired his thinking about a building’s inner landscape. 

Finne’s love of furniture design was rekindled when 

clients lamented that none of their existing furniture 

would work in their new homes. In describing his home in 

Washington’s Methow Valley, longtime client Jeff Cysewski 

says that Finne worried about “every appliance, every detail, 

every color, the knob of the cabinets, and the texture of the 

wood. This created a spectacular final product, completely 

coordinated and integrated,” he says. The architect’s ability 

Opposite page: Finne spends a lot of time designing roofs, referring to them as “the 
fourth façade, the façade to the sky.” This page, clockwise from top left: the warmth 
of radiant flooring is especially welcoming in the North Cascades. | Nils Finne studied 
architecture at harvard, brown and as a Fulbright scholar in helsinki before founding 
FiNNe architects in 1991. | homeowner Cysewski requested swiveling kitchen stools. a 
tractor seat inspired Finne’s final design. | a change in the pitch of the roof creates a sense 
of progression within the house and allows for bigger windows and more light.  
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This page, from top: the view evolves as you move through the Methow Valley home, each room showcasing a different perspective of the Cascade foothills. | Finne often uses wood 
paneling to bring texture to a space, which is complemented here with custom furniture. Opposite page: sunlight filters through the home from the most unexpected places. Doors, 
stairwells and even room dividers let in light.
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and desire to craft every last detail is 

something Cysewski refers to now as 

“the full Finne treatment.”

While designing the tables, lights, 

rugs and seating that populate the 

space between his high windows, 

sloped roofs and radiant flooring, Finne 

takes his cues from nature. Thinking 

about a home’s inner landscape “is a 

very Scandinavian thing,” he explains. 

“For six or seven months you are inside 

most of the time. It’s dark, it’s really 

cold, and you are dealing with these 

interiors.” The solution is to bring a 

sense of nature inside. Finne describes 

creating an inner landscape “by mak-

ing things that almost appear as natu-

ral objects that you would encounter 

while walking around the forest or a 

natural landscape. [Alvar] Aalto liked 

to say that he hoped his interiors 

would feel populated even if there is 

no one in the building. So you make 

things like furniture or light fixtures 

or carpets that have a presence to 

them, complemented and amplified by 

people being there and using them.”

Finne’s interior furnishings are not 

replicas of exact rocks or outside land-

scape, but abstractions. “The move-

ment of the line, the sensibility of the 

line is something that you recognize in RAINFORESTBASKETS.COM | 505.920.6712
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nature,” he says. Finne’s goal is to represent natural forms in new and unexpected 

ways. His creations include a coffee table with interlocking shapes inspired by rock 

forms, cabinet paneling reminiscent of the flow of a river, and a table inspired by 

a boulder half-submerged in water. When entering a space filled with Finne’s cre-

ations, your first impulse is to touch everything. 

“The material is the continuity with the past,” says Finne. “Materials have 

beauty, memory and poetry.” The interlocking coffee table is made of leather, prac-

tically begging guests to rest their feet on it. The beauty of his cabinet panels can 

be experienced even in the dark, by touch alone. The table inspired by the boulder 

was manifested as several planes of glass, light shining through the entire boulder. 

Nothing is more natural to the outdoors than sunlight. Typical of someone 

with a Norwegian upbringing, Finne is obsessed with capturing natural light. He 

now lives in the Pacific Northwest and constantly fights the battle against winter 

gloom. “I try to balance light as much as I can,” Finne says. “Light is almost mal-

leable. You shape it with your hands, bring it in, lure it to cut out the direct glare, 

and bounce it off walls.” His homes feature high windows that bring in unexpected 

pieces of light, glass walls that borrow light across the width of the building, and 

thoughtfully chosen materials that absorb or reflect light as needed. 

The final element that Finne brings to his work is history. While working on 

remodels, he attempted to drill down to the reason why people are so appreciative 

of older buildings. He concluded that when people walk into an older home, they 

have an immediate connection with the person who crafted it hundreds of years 

ago. In applying a traditional level of craftsmanship to a modern aesthetic, Finne 

shuns a reductive approach. Instead, he embraces the detail, texture and material-

ity that often come with older homes and buildings. Making that obsession with 

details and materials part of a new, modern design lies at the heart of what Nils 

Finne calls Crafted Modernism.

Jenna Vandenberg has traipsed through (almost) every small town, art gallery and 

national park in the West. She lived in Denver and Las Vegas before returning to 

her native Seattle to write, teach, run marathons and raise kids. 
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Clockwise from top left: after a day of skiing, this soft leather table begs for you to prop up your feet. the welcoming 
feel is quite unlike any other formal coffee table. | although every design starts as a rough sketch, Finne embraces the tech-
nology of digital manufacturing to provide a high level of detail in his designs, as seen in this staircase. | rounded edges 
give this transparent custom counter top a naturalistic feel, almost like a river reflecting the sky before toppling over a cliff.


